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CHALLENGE

A multi-billion family office that invests in a diverse set of industries, including 

medical technologies, negotiated a heavy volume of NDAs.  

Prior to 2019, the firm handled these important documents with a 

combination of in-house lawyers and associates at Big Law firms. However, 

as NDAs started taking up a disproportionate amount of the in-house team’s 

time, and outsourcing costs touched $600 per hour, this family office needed 

a change.  

The firm’s director of operations recalled: “Sometimes I would have very 

intense weeks. I’d get emails saying, ‘We want to meet with a potential 

investment tomorrow…Can we have the NDA turned around by then?” It was 

difficult to balance. I had all these much more important things on my plate, 

like closing an investment on time. But our NDAs had to get done. It was a 

conflict of priorities.”  

The firm began actively looking for a solution.

CUSTOMER STORY:

Multi-Billion-Dollar Family 
Office Eliminates “Very Intense 
Weeks” by Automating NDA 
Process With Ontra 

"We wanted a  serious attorney  to do the work for us so it 
didn’t take up our time. Ontra delivers exactly what we need 
and we’re very happy. We can achieve our desired results at 
a reasonable cost.”

 Director of Operation 
At This Multi-billion Family Office

1-2 Days
Reduction of NDA turnaround 
time from about a week

More Deals
Increased volume of 
closed deals

Fewer Emails 
No more back-and-forth 
emails for NDAs

Key Results

Ontra Product Used

Document Processing
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To learn more about Ontra’s solutions, visit ontra.ai or call 1-888-611-4415.

SOLUTION

After vetting Ontra’s document processing solution, the firm immediately 

ended its search. The director of operations commented: “Once we 

saw what Ontra’s platform could do, we didn’t have to go anywhere 

else. There was no reason to vett another provider. The engagement 

process was easy and didn’t take long, and the service agreement was 

straightforward and simple.” 

The firm can now handle increased deal volume with no impact on other 

areas of the business. It turns NDAs around in a matter of 1 - 2 days, as 

opposed to almost a week, and Ontra’s contract lawyers directly handle 

all the back-and-forth negotiations on behalf of the firm. 

Commenting again, the director said, “The contract attorneys know 

exactly what we do and don’t want in our NDAs, and they can deliver in 

a timeframe that we couldn’t consistently achieve ourselves. Everyone is 

very happy. They do their jobs very well.”
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